
Safety and Productivity by Design

PitBull® Vehicle Restraint

Get a lock on loading dock safety

The dual-locking position vehicle restraint by Safetech
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The Loading Dock is a high-risk area for on-the-job accidents

Overview

Premature Departure

 A common accident at the loading 
dock. Sometimes truck drivers think 
loading is complete, or simply 
connect the wrong trailer and pull 
away while the dock attendant is still 
loading.

Trailer Creep 

Constant impact of start/stop action 
of a fully loaded forklift can cause 
the trailer to creep forward slowly, 
beyond the reach of the leveller lip, 
causing the leveller to slip off the 
back of the trailer and drop suddenly.

Trailer Walk

During loading, air-ride trailer 
suspensions have a tendency to 
move in an elliptical fashion as 
forklifts drive in and out of the trailer, 
causing it to “walk” away from the 
dock.

The Solution is the PitBull® 
Safety-Loc® by Safetech

The PitBull has a bite that locks on tight, engaging a 
trailer’s rear impact guard and securing it more effectively 
than rubber wheel chocks. This provides forklift operators 
with a solid and secure platform for moving goods.
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Patented dual-locking positions
Minimized running room. Maximum safety.

The Serco system’s primary 
locking position provides a 
captive reach up to 280mm 
to engage wide, recessed or 
bent rear impact guards and 
limits trailer movement.

The Serco system’s secondary 
locking position limits trailer 
movement or creep away 
from the dock as much as 
50% more effectively than 
competitive systems.

Safe. Secure. Smart

The PitBull® Safety-Loc® restraints feature dual locking positions at 180mm and 280mm from the face of the dock 
bumpers. The unique dual locking design restricts trailer movement while providing additional horizontal range for 
recessed, wider and bent rear impact guards. PitBull Safety-Loc restraints can effectively engage virtually any rear impact 
guard confi guration.

The rugged, low profi le, non-impact design of the Safetech PitBull Safety-Loc provides predictable performance capable 
of engaging virtually any rear impact guard confi guration to ensure the highest level of safety, versatility and reliability 
at the loading dock. With its 9” stored height, the PitBull is an ideal solution for truly low-profi le applications such as 
decline approaches and special trailer confi gurations.
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Programmable Control System

ADVANCE WIRING 
BOARD TECHNOLOGY 
signifi cantly saves 
interior panel space 
making room for 
additional options and 
integration of other dock 
equipment controls into 
the same panel.

PROGRAMMABLE 
LOGIC CONTROLLER 
(PLC) 
The solid-state PLC with 
advanced “real-time” 
diagnostic capabilities.

A coded display system 
provides the operator 
with information on the 
restraint’s status.

Digital MCU Panel

Our next generation Master Control Panels employ a fully digital interface 
activated by a nearly indestructible HMI (Human Machine Interface) screen. 
An intuitive guided sequence of operations can be customized to operate any 
combination of dock equipment. Available as a retrofi t or new installation.

Advanced communications package for 
improved dock safety

The programmable controls support clear dock-to-driver 
communications with interior and exterior stop and go light 
signals as well as an exterior caution sign.
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Advanced safe engagement signalling

PitBull Safety-Loc restraints are available with advanced safe engagement signalling to detect positive engagement of 
the locking arm. If contact is not made or is lost during the loading process, the restraint automatically returns to the 
stored position and signals the operator by fl ashing amber and red LED warning lights on the control panel


